
Easy circular route in the surroundings of Sallent de Gallego village,
through which you will be able to enjoy some of the most beautiful
places of Valle de Tena.
Suitable for everyone, as you don’t have to cope with any specific
technical or physical difficulties. During wintertime, the trails might
be covered with snow.

La Sarra1RO
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Long and challenging mountain biking route. It is not a physically
demanding route but you will have to deal with some steep slopes
both on the uphill and downhill parts of the itinerary. Some bits
require then good technic and mountain biking skills.
Some of the trails could be covered with snow in autumn and
spring. Ask about it before living.

Los Fondos2RO
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A classical route of Valle de Tena. Perfect to enjoy mountain biking
alone or together with other people. Even though it is a high
mountain itinerary it does not suppose any technical or physical
difficulties. The beauty of this corner of the Pyrenees is the most
simple reason to undertake this route, that offers great landscapes,
nature and geology. In wintertime, beginning of spring and end of
autumn, it is very likely that the trails will be covered with snow. It
goes all the way on the same major 4X4 track, so that there is
more distance between signs on the upper part of the route.

La Partacua3RO
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All mountain style itinerary that requires good technical skills for the
ascent and even more for the descent. The way up goes on a path
that crosses a beech wood and alpine meadows. The descent carry
on on meadows, but have some rocky parts that are quite difficult.

Can be combined with the Partacua itinerary (route 3), through a
connecting trail onto the dam of Escarilla reservoir. Descending on
the same path as on the way up makes the downhill part easier and
more enjoyable. Likely to have snow in wintertime and end of
autumn.

Pacino peak loop4RO
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High mountain route that goes
through the North face of one of
the most remarkable peak of
the Tendeñera mountain
range.
Good physical and
technical skills are
required, both on the
uphill and downhill
parts, that have off-
piste bits and narrow
paths.
It is recommended to do it on
the indicated direction, in
order to be able to cycle it all
along the way.
May be the best itinerary in  Valle de Tena, even though it
is not recommended to do it in winter, beginning of spring
and end of autumn because of snow.

El verde5RO
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Starting from Hoz de Jaca, the
itinerary ascents on an good
quality and easy going 4X4
track, up to the Asnos
mountain lake. Then
It goes back downhill on
the same track, before
connecting with
another track that
crosses Panticosa ski
resort. At the beginning
of the descent, there is
at a certain point the
possibility to do a quick
diversion from the route in order
to visit Sabocos lake.

In the middle of the descent, the route takes an especially
enjoyable path that crosses a beech wood, forming a vegetation
tunnel, perfect for summertime excursions. In winter and
beginning of spring, we will have to cope with snow.

Ibón de los Asnos6RO
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A great option for a mountain biking adventure in an incomparable
environment. The route combines an ascent on a 4X4 track with
easy going paths and a rather technical descents with many curves.
Although you will not face strong technical and physical difficulties,
you will need previous experience and mountain biking skills.
Afterward, feels like having done a complete route in all aspects.

Yésero7RO
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Demanding route due to the height gain and its three technical
downhill p a r t s . The ascent is on 4X4 tracks y the complete itinerary
give the opportunity to know the most valuable descents of Biescas
area. The first descent requires a very precise technic in order to
cycle it the all way, while the two others descents are easier.

Sobremonte8RO
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Experimented mountain bikers will certainly love this all mountain
style route. Technical ascents and descents,  stairs and bridges, all
of it within a beautiful natural environment. It culminates with the
visit  of the “Casita de las brujas” (little house of the witches) and a
last descent from this point of the route. Short but enjoyable
route. Be careful at crossing the N-260 road.

Santa Elena9RO
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It is a red route (difficult), although there is not any specially
complicated bits from a technical and physical point of view.
Recommended for bikers with good riding and downhill experience
on paths.

A classical route for initiations to downhill mountain biking.
Enjoyable.

Lárrede1 0RO
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E

The longest itinerary of the Alto Gallego trail centre. Because of its
length and height gain, it is suitable only for bikers with very good
endurance and physically well prepared. The ascent is on a not very
conditions 4X4 track, and then going on the Guarguera road A-
1604. After a short section on a 4X4 track, the way back is by road
and country lanes.

The route go all over the south area of the district, crossing
remote landscapes and villages.

Guarguera11RO
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E

Quick circular route through the Serrablo area, that offers the
opportunity to visit monuments, discover the geology of the area
and enjoy beautiful landscapes. It is a perfect option for an initiation
to trails and paths cycling, or for people with little time available but
who are looking for a short adventure. It is an all seasons route,
although in spring time the Aurín river gets higher and it is not
always possible to ford it.

Be careful crossing N-330 road at the beginning and at the end of
the itinerary.

Puente de las Pilas12RO
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E

Yebra13RO
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E

Oturia14RO
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E

Isín15RO
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Caldearenas16RO
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Oliván17RO
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E

18    IbonciechoRO
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Sierra Plana19RO
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E

Sallent-Lanuza20RO
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Vuelta a los Oroses21RO
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E

Las Magas22RO
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E

The Valle de Acumuer is one of the
most remote area of the district,
as it is apart from the most
visited spots. This route
will give you the opportunity
to discover this valley. A
nice ascent on a 4X4 track
with a good quality surface
brings to the GR path on
which the route carries on,
through a technical downhill
that goes until Aurín river.
Here you will have to cross the
river on a ford, which will probably
require you to take off your shoes
(in spring, the flow of the river can
even involve some risk).

Leave Isín descending on the village access road and when the
road gets less steep take a 4X4 track on the left indicated with
the route signs. Ascend for some kilometres, pass a barrier, until
you reach the beginning of the path, and then descend to the
bottom of the valley. Get down your bike to cross the river (only
for few metres) to take a 4X4 track that will bring you to the road
that goes back to Isín, passing by Acumuer village before, on your
left hand.

The route starts in Yebra de
Basa, climb to Santa Orosia
shrine and descent to Isún
village on technical
and steep paths, with
multiple curves of all
kinds.

At the beginning of the
path, watch out the
terrain, as the first
curve and the following
section are very exposed
on to the mountain
vertical slope.

From Santa Orosia, to which you
access on a 4X4 track or by car, there
are other descents options, going to Satué, Javierre del
Obispo or Yebra de Basa by the shrines route.

Because of its especially high height gain and its length, this route
requires very good technical skills and endurance. It starts in Yebra
de Basa and ascends on a 4X4 track that ends next to Oturia peak,
descending afterward on a pleasant path that crosses the wood
and goes up to Oliván
4X4 track. Ones on this track,
the itinerary ascends again
up to Basarán pass and
then to an intersection
in Santa Orosia area,
where the route
passes twice. At this
point of the route,
you can choose
between carrying on
to Yebra on the main
track or descending
following the route 13
itinerary, on a more technical
path.

Monrepós North face is one of the most unknown area of the
district. This route gives the chance to discover an environment full
of surprises. From a landscape point of view: following the river
Gállego  course; from an architectural point of view: hydraulic
heritages (canals, power plants, old bridges, fords, etc.) and from an
artistic point of view: part of the route goes on the Izarbe path,
known for the contemporary cave paintings you can discover along
its way.

The route has only one short and
specific difficult section between
Javierrelatre and Caldearenas,
that only those people with
high mountain biking skills
will be able to do without
stepping. It is a four
seasons route, but we
recommend to escape
from the warmest hours
of the day in summer and
be caution with possibly icy
surfaces in winter.

This itinerary through Biescas
surrounding area is suitable for
all. It is perfect for people with
little mountain biking
experience, as it has nice
path sections for a first
contact with cycling on
this type of surface.
It is a four seasons route.

From Biescas, go direction
to Orós Alto taking on your
right hand the cycling lane
next to Gállego river. Then go
upstream Sía river on its left edge,
turning on the right onto a 4X4 track
until you reach Orós Alto.

Pass the village and follow the road, then take a 4X4 track that goes
first to Molino de Orós and then to Orós Bajo village. On that point
starts a beautiful path that goes to Oliván. After a short descent,
follow the signs until you cross Oliván bridge and come back to
Biescas on the right edge of the Gállego river.

Short distance itinerary but
with a high height gain. It starts
from Sallent on country lane,
and follows its way on a
4X4 trackup to Sarra
reservoir. Then, it goes
around the reservoir,
in order to take
another 4X4 track
that reaches until it
reaches a telephone
repeater. The way down
goes at the beginning on
the same track, but it also
uses a path in some short
sections and enter into a small
wood at the end.

The views are astonishing on the higher part of the
itinerary, as you can see at the whole valley. In wintertime
and spring, we will have to deal with snow on this itinerary.

The extreme difficulty of this routes is due to its high mountain
terrain (it goes up to more than 1900m) but also because of
some hard and steep descents (going down 700m altitude in a 3
km distance). A special mix that will suit the boldest bikers.
Requires physical strength and endurance, because of its steep
slopes but also high technical
skills in order to cycle on
difficult ground, that
includes alpine meadows
areas, as well as rocky
and trial style
sections.

The landscape is
beautiful all along
the way, with some
spectacular panoramic
view of Valle de Tena.

Easy route that is perfect for initiation to mountain biking.
Definitely suitable to go with kids and family. The routes goes
from Sallent to Lanuza on a country lane that involves almost no
height gain.

Perfect itinerary to do with kids and family. It goes on country lanes
and good quality 4X4 tracks.

The route gives you the opportunity to stop on your way and visit
Orós Alto and Orós Bajo villages. You will also find natural pools
where you can swim on the river, and a nice place in Oliván called
“nature classroom” where you will be able to provision yourself.

Superb route, suitable only for downhill mountain biking lovers. It
combines beautiful landscapes and a great natural environment
together with a proper mountain bike itinerary, that includes
sections with jumps, cambers and footbridges. The ascent goes on a
4X4 track and it has some sections with steep slopes, but still not
too difficult.

What is Alto Gallego MTB trail Centre?
It is a set of signposted mountain biking routes distributed on the area of
Comarca de Alto Gállego. Its access is for free access and the difficulty of the
routes have different grades.  You will also find in the area supplementary
services and infrastructures useful for bikers (information centre, map, web
page).

Characteristics of the routes and signposting
Most of the routes are circular, and all of them are signed on a single
direction. The routes are designed in such a way to avoid as much as
possible asphalted roads and road traffic.

The routes are signed all along their way, especially on crossing points
and sudden direction changes. The signs are fixed on specific posts like
wood sticks, or on natural and urban elements, according to the location
and the regulations of each area. You will also find information boards on
departure of the routes.

The grades of difficulty are colour coded and are
indicated on the posts, together with the route
reference number.

Downhill zones within Alto
Gállego MTB trail centre
D.H.1/ PANTICOSA: In Panticosa ski resort, you will find several downhill
options of different grades starting at a 1900m height. All the descents
start at the cable-car arrival point. They first share a 4X4 track and then
they split in different trails that are signed on the ground. The 4X4 track
has a a connection with the route 6. The access to all descents is possible
taking the cable-car, or climbing on a 4X4 track that starts next to the car
park. It is a perfectly prepared downhill area. During the last years, both
national and international important downhill races took place in Panticosa.
Look up for cable-car opening days (July and august).

D.H.2/ BIESCAS:  Two perfectly purpose built descents that start from the
road between Biescas and Sobremonte: one curve above the beginning of
the 4X4 track to Biescas pass. The descents are characterized by their
technical  difficulty, sustained slopes, banked curves, jumps and all you
could expect from such a downhill area. They are descents prepared for
official DH mountain biking competitions.

D .H .3 / O T U R IA : From Yebra de Basa village and climbing on a good
quality 4X4 track up to Santa Orosia shrine, you will reach the starting point
of several downhill mountain biking tracks of different grades and of rather
trial style. The different descents options are: Yebra shrines path, Isún path
(route 13), by Oturia peak and Casbas village (route 14), or by Satué and
Javierre del Obispo villages. You can ride to the descents starting point by
car, getting a specific access permit from Yebra de Basa town hall.

Others bike Parks
CAMPILLO/ ESCARRILLA BIKEPARK:  Bike park with all types of jumps,
descent gradients and obstacles. In Escarilla village, from A-136 road,
take the turn off that goes around the road tunnel: the bike park is
located in an area that is above the tunnel.

ARTOUSTE BIKEPARK:  Mountain biking area with cross country, downhill
and trial trails. It is located in Artouste ski resort, in Ossau Valley, on the
french side, at 9 km from the border with Spain by A-136 road.
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